
With GapMaps 
Connect, you can 
capture location 
intel on the move 
updated in
GapMaps Live in 
real-time. 

www.gapmaps.com

With the GapMaps Connect mobile app, you can capture asset, 
field data and other store-level intel on the move - updating your 
GapMaps Live account in real-time.



About GapMaps Connect

GapMaps Connect is a free mobile app available to 

GapMaps Live users on the Apple App Store and 

Google Play Store. GapMaps Connect allows you to 

record asset intel, collect field data, notes, photos, 

files and additional data for any existing location or 

proposed location. Simply login to the app using 

your existing GapMaps Live credentials and all on 

site intel you collect will be recorded and updated 

immediately in GapMaps Live. 

Manage & Maintain store 
assets

Have full visibility of the assets across your store 

network. Record exact locations, age, make/model, 

serial number, maintenance tag information and be 

better prepared to organise maintenance and 

replacements. All photos and metadata are                   

accessible in GapMaps Live.

Ensure your important assets are always in working order 
by recording urgent information instantaneously 
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Capture new site opportunities

Better record, assess and analyse potential new store locations while you’re on the move. Upload images,            

metadata and automatically sync to your GapMaps Live account. Use GapMaps geocoding ability to ensure 

you get the right coordinates of the site you are evaluating. Ensure you never miss a site expansion opportunity. 

Make better decisions on when internal and external store enhancements are needed to improve store                       

pe�ormance using photos and metadata captured in GapMaps Connect to gain a better understanding of 

each store’s existing attributes. 

View and update photos on the latest upgrade and design styles being used in store.

Validate existing conditions to plan based on store type - for example, number of registers/ self service 

registers in operation, signage positioning, refrigeration type, toilets, seating layout, fresh food layout, 

deli layout, wayfinding and department signs, and car parking numbers.

Complete site scoring assessments.

Understand Store Attributes
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Contact info@gapmaps.com 
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Want to learn more?

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.gapmaps.customer
https://apps.apple.com/au/app/gapmaps-connect/id1571243335

